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THE FOREST IS
OUR ORIGIN
Every tree that grows in our forests, every trunk,

Assets like its natural origin as well as its proces-

every piece of wood and therefore every parquet

sing to the most exacting and environmentally

tells a story and is as individual as we are – is has

friendly standards make the range an outstan-

its own unique fingerprint.

ding quality product. A quality product that delivers what it promises – this is what we vouch for

This individuality and uniqueness of the material

with our good reputation, our understanding of

means that our work is always exciting and va-

wood as a natural product and our Scheucher

ried. It is our passion to produce parquet flooring

warranty, which guarantees the full functionality

for your home from a naturally grown tree.

of our hardwood floors for 30 years.

30 YEARS

WARRANTY
IN THE PRIVATE
SECTOR

since 1920
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HE SUPPLIES
US THE WOOD,
FROM WHICH
YOUR PARQUET
DREAMS ARE
MADE OF
NATURAL & HEALTHY
Wood is a naturally grown raw material and no other material stands
for such a naturalness and liveliness. These special characteristics
make each of our parquet floors to one of a kind. Its warmth, vividness and cozy aura are real boons for all of your senses. Thanks to
its moisture-regulating impact on the interior air, wood additionally
2

ensures a sustainably healthy room climate.

TIMELESS & MODERN
Wooden floors always hit the taste of the time since centuries.
There are hardly any limits on design possibilities and due to the
cooperation with interior designers, designers and the furniture
industry, our assortment is constantly adapted to the latest furnishing trends.

HYGIENIC & EASY TO CARE FOR
Germs, mites and other troublemakers don‘t stand a chance at parquet. Wood also has a natural antistatic effect and doesn’t attract
dust – this combination makes our parquet particularly long-lasting
and easy to care for. Vacuuming and, if necessary, wiping up damp
is absolutely sufficient for the regular cleaning.

GUARANTEED
MADE OF REAL WOOD
An invaluable decision-making aid, when
selecting your floor, is the quality seal „Real
Wood“, which is valid throughout Europe. It
marks real wood and differs from all other
wood-imitating floor coverings. Moreover
the trademark stands for an excellent life
cycle assessment of real wood. According to
the Europe-wide valid standard EN 13756,
parquet is defined as „wooden floor with a
wear layer thickness of at least 2.5 mm before installing“.

MADE FOR
GENERATIONS
Parquet is an investment for life. We particularly recommend our SEDA parquet floors,
which are treated with natural oils and
waxes. The oil deeply penetrates the wood
and is cured with oxygen (oxidative). For
the finish we use a special natural oil, which
makes your floor ready for occupancy. The
surface is open-pored, breathable, warm to
the feet, natural and prevents static charge.
If necessary, scratches and damages can be
repaired partially without any problems –
so your floor stays beautiful for generations
to come.

30 YEARS

WARRANTY
IN THE PRIVATE
SECTOR
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MOVING STRUCTURES.
Preserved natural character. Noticeably characteristic surfaces.
Experience them just as they are. Feel the differences.
See the differences.

STRUCTURE

structures. This creates a tangible and visible pattern, with an incomparable feel, making the

VALLETTA natural

parquet floor appear three-dimensional.

Selected types of parquet can be obtained from Scheucher with extraordinary surface

VALLETTA lends
parquet flooring a natural
character and subtle
roughness, as it is BRUSHED
AND HAS A BEVEL.
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2-SIDED AND
4-SIDED BEVEL

For all types of wood: With the product-specific 4-sided bevel surface structure, the designated parquet elements are given bevelled edges on all four sides, which allows the structure of the individual elements in the overall arrangement to stand out pleasantly. With the
2-sided bevel surface structure, the bevelled edges are only on the two longitudinal sides.

REFINED
SURFACES.
SEDA
Your parquet is treated with natural oils and waxes according to century-old
traditions to retain its original lustre. These floors are particularly beautiful
with their silky matt surface with natural texture and intensive wood color.
Open-pore surface finishes with breathable materials mean you are guaranteed a healthier interior climate and your home is enhanced by this touch of
nature.

+ Natural oils and waxes
+ Breathable and humidity regulating
+ Healthy room climate
+ Impregnated depth protection
+ Water and dirt resistant
+ Antistatic
+ Partial reparability
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TENSEO
This high-quality up to 7 layers consisting sealing system ensures your
wooden flooring retains its natural appearance and gives a special flair to
any room. The beautifully silky sheen or matt finish gives an exclusive look to
the wood while at the same time making it resistant to damage and thereby
considerably extends the life of your parquet flooring.

+ Silky sheen or satin gloss
+ UV sealed surface
+ Water and dirt resistant
+ Chemical-resistant
+ Environmentally friendly and easy to care for
+ Higher wear class
+ Suitable for sports halls
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

PARQUET IN
ONE OF ITS
MOST POPULAR
VARIETIES.
HERRINGBONE

Installation patterns
Parquet installed in a plaited pattern, which reminds you of the shape of fish bones,
guarantees every room to appear as a highlight in an extraordinary look with impressive effects your eyes won’t get enough of.
At classic herringbone parquet, strips are installed in a 90 °angle to each other. With
the high-quality 2-layer parquet BILAflor as well as MULTIflor 700 from Scheucher,
different dimensions can also be additionally installed as a double or triple herringbone pattern.

HERRINGBONE - HIGHLIGHTS
+ Timeless pattern for energy and joie de vivre
+ Gives large rooms
elegance and timelessness
+ Lends rooms liveliness and make
them appear visually larger
+ Harmonizes perfectly with almost
every interior style
+ Almost unlimited freedom of design
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CLASSIC AND
SPIRITED.
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BILAflor® 500 | OAK | COUNTRY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: BRICK

BILAflor® 500 | OAK | COUNTRY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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NATURAL
AND CLASSY.
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

BILAflor® 500 | OAK | KNOTTY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 1000 | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 500 | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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PATTERNS
MAKE LIFE
COLORFUL
AND
SUBSTANTIAL.
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BILAflor® 500 | BLACK WALNUT | STRUKTUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | PERLA
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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IMPRESSIVE AND
INDIVUDUAL.
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | AKZENT
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | BLACK WALNUT | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

BILAflor® 500 | BLACK WALNUT | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 1000 | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 500 | OAK | KNOTTY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: BRICK

BILAflor® 500 | OAK | KNOTTY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 1000 | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 1000 | OAK | KNOTTY | PERLA
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

BILAflor® 500 | OAK | NATUR | NEBLA
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE
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BILAflor® 500 | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: HERRINGBONE

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60° | ELEVATION OTAVA | OAK
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING
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EMOTIONS ARE
VISUALIZED IN
LIVELY PATTERNS.
CHEVRON
FLOORING

Installation patterns
Chevron flooring – probably the most elegant and exclusive way of installing your
parquet floor is steadily gaining popularity around the world.
It is its characteristic appearance that perfectly harmonizes with almost every style
of furnishing - in timeless and elegant rooms or as a masterly break in style in modern
ambiences.
A range of different wood types and colors give you additional scope for design.

CHEVRON FLOORING
HIGHLIGHTS
+ Classic and modern style - in gentle harmony
+ Stunning installation patterns
in two different dimensions
+ Gives individuality,
simplicity and timelessness
+ Elegant & exclusive
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | OAK | COUNTRY | PERLA
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60° | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | BLACK WALNUT | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MODERN AND
EXCITING.
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING
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A SPECTACLE
OF NATURE.
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | OAK | COUNTRY | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60° | BLACK WALNUT | NATUR | NATURA
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | ELEVATION OTAVA | OAK
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

NOBLE AND
EXTRAVAGANT.
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MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | PERLA
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45° | OAK | COUNTRY | BIANCA
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60° | ELEVATION MANDØ | OAK
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60° | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CHEVRON FLOORING
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | AKZENT
Installation pattern: CUBE

ENCHANTS
FROM THE FIRST
TO THE LAST
SQUARE.
CUBE

Installation patterns
Our cube pattern strongly reminds you of a chessboard – fascinating and exiting.
Despite of the eye-catching look, this way of installation has a very balanced effect on
rooms and consists of squares of five equal strips, varyingly arrayed horizontally or
vertically - either installed parallel or diagonally to the edge of a room.
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CUBE - HIGHLIGHTS
+ Gives simplicity and objectivity
+ Strikingly effective chessboard pattern
+ Classic installation pattern
+ No specified direction,
provides a special sense of tranquillity

LINEAR AND
PLAYFUL AT THE
SAME TIME.
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: CUBE

MULTIflor 700 T+G | BLACK WALNUT | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CUBE
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40

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: CUBE

EXCITING AND
BALANCED.
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | PERLA
Installation pattern: CUBE
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: CUBE

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: L ADDER
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A TIDY HOUSE,
A TIDY MIND.
LADDER &
PARALLEL

Installation patterns
The installation pattern chosen, significantly determines the visual effect of your
parquet floor. A parallel pattern for example, stretches a room and makes it appear
larger when it is installed parallel to a wall. The uniform arrangement looks modern
and simple and goes well with a classic, timeless interior style. At parallel patterns, all
strips are not installed irregularly but parallel at the same height.
The basis of the ladder pattern is the parallel pattern: a row of parallel strips alternates with a transverse single row. This way it reminds you of adjacent ladders.

PARALLEL | LADDER
HIGHLIGHTS
+ Gives a straight and geometric atmosphere
+ A parallel pattern has a very modern effect
+ Ladder pattern adds spaciousness to the room
+ Offers your eyes something to explore
+ The patterns hardly ever divert from
your furnishings
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: PARALLEL
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: L ADDER
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | BIANCA
Installation pattern: PARALLEL

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | PERLA
Installation pattern: L ADDER
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | PERLA
Installation pattern: PARALLEL
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50

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | AKZENT
Installation pattern: L ADDER

MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | AKZENT
Installation pattern: PARALLEL
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: L ADDER
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MULTIflor 700 T+G | OAK | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation pattern: PARALLEL
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HERRINGBONE
INSTALLATION PATTERNS

PRODUCTS

HERRINGBONE
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
DOUBLE HERRINGBONE
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
TRIPLE HERRINGBONE
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
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CHEVRON FLOORING
INSTALLATION PATTERNS

PRODUCTS

CHEVRON FLOORING
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°

CHEVRON FLOORING
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

HERRINGBONE HORIZONTALLY INSTALLED
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

CUBE
INSTALLATION PATTERNS

PRODUCTS

CUBE
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove

LADDER / PARALLEL
INSTALLATION PATTERNS PRODUCTS

INSTALLATION PATT.

IRREGULAR PATTERN

BRICK PATTERN
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°

BRICK PATTERN
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
PARALLEL PATTERN

PARALLEL PATTERN
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°

LADDER PATTERN
MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
BILAflor® 1000
BILAflor® 500
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
BILAflor® 1000
Dimensions

11 x 90 x 1000 mm

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

24 pieces/pack = 2.160 m2, 42 packs/pallet = 90.720 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.078 m2 K/W

BILAflor® 500
Dimensions

11 x 70 x 500 mm

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

48 pieces/pack = 1.680 m2, 49 packs/pallet = 82.320 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.078 m2 K/W
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BILAflor® 500 | OAK SMOKED | NATUR | NATUR A
Installation PATTERN: HERRINGBONE

MULTIflor 700 TONGUE + GROOVE
Dimensions

9.8 x 140 x 700 mm

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

14 pieces/pack = 1.372 m2, 42 packs/pallet = 57.624 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.058 m2K/W

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 500 60°
Dimensions

9.8 x 140 x 500 mm / 60°

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

14 pieces/pack = 0.980 m2, 84 packs/pallet = 82.320 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.058 m2K/W

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 740 45°
Dimensions

9.8 x 140 x 740 mm / 45°

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

14 pieces/pack = 1.450 m2, 42 packs/pallet = 60.917 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.058 m2K/W

EDGING FRIEZES
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200
Dimensions

9.8 x 182 x 2200

Installation

Glue-down installation

Packaging

6 pieces/pack = 2.403 m2, 50 packs/pallet = 120.150 m2

Suitable for underfloor heating RT=0.058 m2K/W
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BILAflor®
The high-quality 2-layer parquet BILAflor® combines all advantages of glue-down parquet with those of engineered parquet.
The bottom layer made of rift-grained spruce and plywood bands on the front edges ensure a stable connection construction.

Surface finish SEDA or TENSEO
Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer from selected solid wood

Base layer of quarter-sawn spruce,
incisions at regular intervals

Plywood inserts
at both ends (water-resistent)

GLUE-DOWN
INSTALLATION
58

BILAflor®
HIGHLIGHTS

MULTIflor
NOVOLOC® 5G

MULTIflor 700
Tongue + Groove

+ High-quality glue down
installation on screed and
on wooden composite
subfloor

+ Total thickness 9.8 mm:
Low installation height for
an excellent junction to
other floor types

+ Total thickness 9.8 mm:
Low installation height for
an excellent junction to
other floor types

+ Glue down installation

+ Glue down installation

+ Glue down installation

+ Ideally suited for
underfloor heating,
thermal insulation resistance:
RT = 0.078 m2 K/W

+ Ideally suited for
underfloor heating,
thermal insulation resistance:
RT = 0.058 m2 K/W

+ Ideally suited for
underfloor heating,
thermal insulation resistance:
RT = 0.058 m2 K/W

+ A finished surface refinement
avoids pulling down joints

+ New dimension and
installation patterns such
as large-size herringbone
and cube

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G
MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G is an innovative, diverse range of 2-layer parquet creations, which, alongside single planks and
three-strip parquet, includes Chevron flooring, which can also be installed using NOVOLOC® 5G interlocking system. The true
innovative power of MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G lies, however, in its „subsurface“: thanks to its completely unique structure, an
unprecedentedly low construction height can be achieved without having to compromise on the wear layer.

Surface finish SEDA or TENSEO

Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer from selected solid wood

Approx. 6.2 mm base layer:
Plywood birch, 5-ply water resistant glue

Ends with
hydrophobic impregnation

W it

h o ur p r ov e

n

NOVOLOC®

5G interlocking system
on the front side
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MULTIflor 700 Tongue + Groove
With MULTIflor 700 Tongue and Groove you can now give an even more individual touch to your living space: The 2-layer parquet
does not only impress with its classic and timeless installation patterns and its individuality, but also with its low construction
height and its perfect suitability for underfloor heating.

Surface finish SEDA or TENSEO

Approx. 3.6 mm wear layer from selected solid wood

Approx. 6.2 mm base layer:
Plywood birch,
5-ply water resistant glue

Ends with hydrophobic impregnation

GLUE-DOWN
INSTALLATION

COMPATIBLE CARE.
A specially developed range of cleaning and care
products enhances the natural hues of my wooden floor.
These care products protect and preserve the beautiful
sheen and individual character
of the wood.

THE GOLD OF
THE FOREST

It is usually sufficient
to clean your floor using a vacuum
cleaner or a soft broom.

Our hearts beat for parquet „the gold of the

If you require more detailed information,

forest“ - as we like to call it. This is why we

please refer to the Scheucher

constantly endeavor to create innovative

care instructions.

products with the greatest care in order to
be able to off er you fist-class quality products that will give you pleasure over many
decades.
To us at least of equal importance is, what‘s
happening with our „gold“ once it left our factory and is finally brought to your homes.
60

For that reason we were also intensively engaged in developing the perfect care and
maintenance for your parquet floor once it
requires an extra portion of care.

DURABLE FLO_R.
TIP: To preserve the beautiful look of your parquet floor and protect it‘s suface please avoid mechanical damages whereever
possible. To avoid scratches and serious damages it is recommended to place mats in the entrance area and remove sand and grit
with a broom immediately. Equip your movable furniture with felt gliders and use special rolls for wooden floors on off ice chairs.
Do not leave any wet items on your parquet floor. To assess results properly, try out care and/or cleaning procedures in an inconspicuous place before applying the product.

CARE & MAINTENANCE
TENSEO

MATT

BONA SPRAY MOP
The Bona Spray Mop enables you to clean and maintain your wooden floor in a sweep. Ergonomic
and simple to use, the Spray Mop is quick to assemble and refill with the specially developed Bona
floor cleaner cartridge. Forget filling up a bucket and adding concentrate - just spray and clean!
No polishing required.

BONA REFRESHER
for care and current cleaning
for Tenseo Classico.

BONA POLISH MATT
for care and current cleaning
for Tenseo Matt.

CARE &
MAINTENANCE SEDA
CAREboy HIGHLIGHTS
+ Easy and innovative cleaning & care

CAREboy
Multifunctional, cordless waxer
and cleaner for comfortable and
efficient cleaning and care of your
oiled/waxed flooring.

+ Cordless battery mode
+ Dual drive
+ Minimum water consumption
+ Easier access to corners and hard-to-reach areas
+ Buildt-in LED lighting for dark areas
+ Low-noise
+ Specially designed nozzle , spraying at the touch of a button
+ Controlled spraying quantity
+ Protects your floor from over-wet
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ACCESSORIES
The whole range is available for every desired staircase
and ensures a harmonious overall view in your home.

STAIRbox
STAIRbox is a system, that simply enables
the digital measurement of stairs and staircases as well as – in addition – the direct purchase of parquet elements ready for assembly from Scheucher.
This is how the service spectrum of every
floorer experiences a great expansion and
customers get their floor and stairs from professional hands.

STAIR TREADS
ALL WOOD TYPES
STAIRbox makes it possible to create all types of stair treads quickly and easily – irrespective of the basic form or configuration
– with the same appearance as the parquet.

FASCIA BOARDS
ALL WOOD TYPES
WHITE FINISHING COAT
WHITE-PAINTED MDF
What is more, fascia boards that are identical
to the installed parquet and blend harmoniously into the overall view are no longer a
problem, thanks to STAIRbox.

EDGING FRIEZES

GROOVE CUTTER

MULTIflor NOVOLOC® 5G 2200 | 9.8 x 182 x 2200 mm

MULTIflor

6 pieces/pack = 2.403 m2, 50 packs/pallet = 120.150 m2

groove cutter

SKIRTINGS
For the full effect, every parquet floor needs a clean
connection to the walls or similar structures. For this
purpose, Scheucher stocks a wide, perfectly-fitting
range of skirting boards that can be harmoniously tai-

40

45

60

lored to the parquet installed.

21.5

16

16
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STAIR NOSINGS
L-SHAPE NOVOLOC®
142
mm
142

40

40 mm

127
127 mm

U-SHAPE NOVOLOC®
122

123 mm

40

40 mm

102

102 mm

700

700 mm

L- or U-shape for all our products.

40

Stair nosings are available in

40 mm

Cover strip, strength 3.6 mm

ROOM
CLIMATE
This „feel comfortable“ chart for indoor room climate
demonstrates the combination of relative humidity and room
temperature where the overwhelming majority feels comfortable
in indoor rooms.

Optimum range

30°C
28°C
26°C

Temporarily acceptable range

64

Room temperature

24°C
22°C
20°C

Inappropriate indoor climate for
humans and wood

18°C
16°C
30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

Relative humidity

EN 15251:2012 „Input parameters for indoor climate“ recom-

Therefore the key to success lies in the observance of an

mends a seasonally caused relative humidity of approx. 30 %

optimum relative humidity of your indoor air!

to 65 % for a healthy room climate. In this range, natural characteristics of wood like gaps, minor cracks or warpage of your

This generally requires periodic cleaning and maintenance of

parquet floor may occur in a moderate degree.

your parquet floor as well as an appropriate air humidification
in the heating season. We therefor recommend cold humidi-

In case of long-term deviations, health impairments or excessi-

fiers with an integrated sterilization system. The installation

ve changes in the appearance of your hardwood floor, like big

of Fidbox records your climate above and under your parquet

deformations, big gaps and cracks may occur. Wood as a natu-

floor over many years and can be conveniently monitored by

ral material reacts more sensitively to changes of the relative

mobile app. Paying attention to these important factors will

humidity than to changes of temperature.

guarantee pleasure over decades with your high-quality parquet floor from Scheucher.

GUARANTEED FIRST CLASS QUALITY
Each Scheucher parquet floor has a story to tell - of its natural origins and about its processing to the most exacting and environmentally
friendly standards; assets which make Scheucher parquet an outstanding quality product. A quality product that delivers what it
promises - this is what we vouch for with our good reputation, our understanding of wood as a natural product and our Scheucher
warranty. Moreover all of our products are subject to an ongoing internal and external quality monitoring process.

RealWood is the official seal of the EuroRW01-01

pean Parquet Association confirming the
parquet is made from real wood and is
no artificial replication.

CE-label confirms compliancy with

Scheucher supports sustainable construction via Environ-

European Standards and is obligatory

mental Product Declarations (EPDs). Our EPD is based on

when selling this product.

international standards (ISO 14025, ISO 14040ff) as well as
the European DIN EN 15804, which provides the basis for
EPD’s throughout Europe. It is listed for the sustainability
assessment of buildings at IBU - Institut Bauen und Umwelt

PEFC-certified wood comes from con-

e.V. Furthermore we meet the high demands of the Ame-

trolled sources of sustainably managed

rican LEED v4 program. LEED (Leadership in Energy and

forests.

Environmental Design) is globally recognized and the most
widely used green building rating system in the world.
Environmental Product Declarations give the appropriate

FSC® certified wood comes from controlled

data basis to represent environmental attributes of a pro-

sources which fulfill the worldwide consis-

duct for its whole lifecycle and include general product-,

tent principles of FSC®. Main goal is sustai-

life cycle assessment- and additional information. Moreo-

nable forestry in the world. Upon your re-

ver, they are compiled on a basis of criteria, which among

quest, we individually inform you about the

others are developed by independent third parties and

availability of FSC® certified wood | parquet

which are additionally verified independently.

floors | wood types at any time.

The Scheucher warranty guarantees full

30 YEARS

WARRANTY
IN THE PRIVATE
SECTOR

functionality of your hardwood floor for
30 years. The current terms of warranty
apply.

Scheucher parquet floors fulfill the
award criteria V1.0 of TÜV PROFiCERT-product Interior Certification.
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